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Kim Smith

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
If there’s one thing camping can
teach us it’s how to adapt to a
changing environment. Those
skills were certainly put to the
test in 2020 when Camp Maple
Leaf had to quickly adapt to the
realities of COVID-19 and the
government-mandated closure
of summer camps across
the province. Despite all the
preparation required to be ready
to host our campers last year,
our staff had to quickly pivot to
salvage something positive and
start the planning for 2021. I’m
happy to report those efforts
have us well prepared to face the
ongoing challenges that continue
this year.
As I write this our goal remains
seeing Camp Maple Leaf return
to Jacob’s Island in 2021, with a
revised summer schedule that
will welcome families to our camp
in July while we plan for the
return of our camps for children
in August. We know it will be a
summer like no other because
of the COVID protocols that
we’re going to have to implement
should we be able to operate
in-person camps. Fortunately,
Camp Maple Leaf is actually
ideally suited for the protocols
being developed by the Ontario
Camps Association (OCA). Our
August campers will be gathered

in cohorts when they are at
camp, moving in groups, enjoying
activities together and staying
with their fellow cohorts in cabins
along with their counsellors.
The model lends itself well to
operating safely in COVID times.
The OCA has done an
outstanding job of assembling a
guide to opening camps during
the pandemic, with a goal for it to
be reviewed and approved by the
Ontario Ministry of Health before
camps will be allowed to open.
We have taken an extra step and
prepared our own supplementary
field guide for the opening of
both Camp Maple Leaf and my
other girls’ camp in Algonquin
Park, Camp Tanamakoon. Our
protocols will be approved by the
medical staff at both camps and
we will be following all Ontario
government rules. We will be all
set once we are given the green
light to move forward.

welcoming two new partners into
the Camp Maple Leaf family.
The first is Société Camp Liberté
Society, a camp for children
with moderate to extreme
dermatological conditions funded
by the Canadian Dermatological
Association. We hope to have
15 to 20 children attending that
camp.
Continued on pg # 6

With those measures in place,
it’s time to get on with the
business of operating a camp.
We’re always looking for new
partners to join us in our mission
of providing a camp for children
with unique life challenges,
and this year we’re happy to be
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Kim Smith

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
Continued from pg # 5

Unfortunately, this summer we’ve had to put on hold
two other camp programs due to COVID concerns.
We had been scheduled to provide camp for about
40 children in collaboration with Down Syndrome
Association of Ontario, but we’ve delayed that
partnership and will be working with them in 2022.
We also regret but fully understand that AboutFace,
one of our founding partners who run Camp
Trailblazers each year, have decided not to run any
of their kids sleepover camps in 2021. They assure
us they’ll be back next year.
Amidst all the uncertainty, the adjustments, the
rescheduling and the requisite chaos of putting
a summer camp program together, there’s still
wonderful news to report. The plan to take Camp
Maple Leaf to both Atlantic and Western Canada
has come together a lot faster than we anticipated.
We commissioned a Feasibility Study in 2020 with
a plan to consider the options when the report was
returned to us in December. The opportunity to
accelerate the pace of the proposed expansion was
presented by Jane McCutcheon and her team who
completed the study. It was a unique opportunity
that the people who said they could come forward
and work on making the new Camp Maple Leaf
locations a reality were available, but only for a
short period of time. We couldn’t wait for a year or
two and then go back to them to ask them to help
me. It amounted to a big decision made in not the

best of economic circumstances given COVID and
all that has transpired. However, I have a strong
belief in what we’re doing, and I think we have the
right people in place to make those camps and this
expansion successful.
Five years ago, we had an idea and a site. Now
we’re ready to move from a provincially focused
camp program to a nationally focused organization.
The concept of a camp for children living with
unique life challenges and for children whose
challenges haven’t been served by summer
camps in Canada was something we had hoped
to do. " We’re succeeding – and it’s very exciting.
It gives me a great sense of pride, but also an
understanding that it’s a job not finished. We still
have lots of children we can help. And we’re going
to continue to do just that. "
Sincerely,

Kim Smith
President
Camp Maple Leaf

www.campmapleleaf.ca
@WeLoveCampMapleLeaf
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CAMP MAPLE LEAF – OUR ROOTS

The rich and ancient history of the
Kawartha Lakes region contains
volumes of vivid stories, given the
fact these interconnected ribbons
of beautiful, wooded lakes have
been alive with human activity
for thousands of years. One of
region’s most documented stories
details a unique mass of land in the
heart of the Kawarthas known as
Jacob’s Island.
This 104-acre jewel of lushly
forested land in Pigeon Lake
is one of the area’s most
celebrated islands, primarily
because it houses a very special
organization called Camp Maple
Leaf. Established in 1955 by the

Canadian Council of War Veterans
Associations, and adopted by
the Tanamakoon Charitable
Foundation in 2015, the fertile
roots of Camp Maple Leaf are
firmly planted in the area and kept
well-nurtured by the various groups
of volunteer stewards who have
tended to the camp’s fortunes for
more than half a century.
The camp’s patriotic name was
pre-ordained; it came from a
long-standing tradition in the
Canadian military where “Camp
Maple Leaf” bases were built in
areas of active duty and then left
for the local community to use
when the military forces departed

the area. Recognizing the camp’s
connection to the military is vital
to understanding a key point of
differentiation for Camp Maple
Leaf from other summer camps,
and that is the fact the camp is,
first and foremost, a charitable
sleepover camp for children of
military families and children
living with unique life challenges.
With that ongoing program focus,
the Council of War Veterans
Associations continued to run
the camp with the assistance of
local service groups for 37 years,
providing camping experiences
and summer memories to
thousands of children in need over
that time period.
One such child was Peterborough
resident and former Royal
Canadian Legion Branch 52
President David Edgerton, a now
71-year-old military historian
and Chairman of the city’s
Remembrance Day Program for
the last six years. He attended
Camp Maple Leaf in the early
1960’s and remembers feeling a bit
of angst upon arriving at the camp.
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“I can remember getting on a boat and going over to the
island and I thought, we’re trapped here,” said Edgerton,
who was recently awarded the June Callwood Outstanding
Achievement Award for Voluntarism for more than 50
years of public service. “When you’re 10 or 11, you’re
going, where am I, I don’t know any of these people. I
didn’t really understand how I got chosen to go there. But
when you look back on it you say I had an opportunity to
do something very special in my life. Not all kids get to go
to those camps. I felt lucky. It’s all about friendships and
memories.”
As someone who continues to interact with generations of
veterans, Edgerton says he fully appreciates the impact
of the camp and the value it holds in the hearts of military
personnel and their families.
“It’s very important to them,” he said. “There’s time for
the kids and it gives families a break. They’ve got such a
great variety of programs. They’re really appreciative of
the programs they have for veterans and their families.
And there’s so many volunteers behind the scenes there.
All those different people and all those volunteers are so
important. They step forward all the time.”
As their capacity to operate and maintain the camp with
an aging group of military volunteers declined, the camp’s
directors decided to transfer ownership of the facility to
a deserving organization. After considering a variety of
options, the board chose Banyan Community Services, a
Hamilton-based organization with more than 50 years of
experience delivering programs aimed at helping at risk
people. It was a move that would change both the fortunes
of the camp and the life of one of its biggest supporters –
Banyan’s Director of Youth Services, Doug Kay. As part of
his role, Kay was in charge of the Hamilton East Kiwanis
Boys and Girls Club, which had initially been approached
by Camp Maple Leaf directors as a possible candidate to
take over the camp.
Continued on pg # 12
Camp Maple Leaf | 2020 Edition
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CAMP MAPLE LEAF – OUR ROOTS

“Frank Caldwell of the Canadian
Council of War Veterans
Associations approached us and
asked if we would like to see the
camp,” remembers Kay, who had
the youth services portfolio as part
of his role with Banyan. “We drove
up to the camp and met with the
veterans overseeing the camp. We
agreed to their terms,and struck a
agreement that helped reshape the
future of the camp.”
As part of those terms, Banyan
committed to carrying on Camp
Maple Leaf’s legacy of support
for military members and their
families and, much to the surprise
of the new camp owners, and a

requirement to operate a camp
program that very summer.
“We went to the camp in April and
there was still ice in the water,”
said Kay. “When we took over the
camp it required a lot of TLC to
get ready for that first season. We
originally ran two-week camps for
kids for six weeks, and the last
couple weeks were set aside for
elderly veterans who needed a
vacation”
For the better part of the next two
decades, Kay assumed the role
one of Banyan’s primary advocates
for Camp Maple Leaf. He and his
team worked tirelessly to establish
strong partnerships with funders,
supporters and volunteer groups
including the Toronto Maple Leaf
alumni. He also took an active
role in creative fundraising ideas
to help pay for much-needed
improvements to the camp
property and facilities, including
one campaign that asked people to
spend a toonie to buy a 2-by-4.
“We needed a new building,” said
Kay, who discovered his father
had also done work at the camp
after his service. “I would ask
people, would you like to buy me
a 2-by-4, we need to build a wall.

12
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I can’t believe how much money
we raised asking people for two
dollars. It became a joke, people
wanting to buy me 100 2x4s. When
we finished the building, I buried
a toonie in the floor under the
concrete.”
Looking back at Banyan years at
Camp Maple Leaf, Kay said he
was fortunate to have been handed
the project from the veterans to
help move the camp forward. “It
became my life,” he said. “It was all
I ever talked about. It enabled us to
get to the Kim Smith era where we
are now. My biggest legacy is that
I helped steward it through some
development years. I’m so proud
of what they’re doing now. They’ve
turned it up many notches.”
Mark Freeman is one of the many
people currently working with
Camp Maple Leaf responsible for
ensuring those notches continue
to turn. Drawn to the camp as a
way to deal with the loss of his son
while on active duty in Afghanistan,
Mark – like many volunteers
who step on the island – soon
developed a desire to become
more involved.

After offering countless volunteer
hours to various projects at the camp,
Freeman stepped into his current role as
Camp Maple Leaf’s Site and Facilities
Manager.
“When I first started there was a kind
of transition going on,” said Freeman,
who has also raised over $200,000
for the camp hosting a memorial golf
tournament in his son’s honour. “Since
Kim Smith took over the Camp in 2015
there’s been an enormous change
as far as taking and restoring old
buildings, bringing them back to life,
replacing docks, providing new program
equipment and updating electrical
and plumbing systems. He really has
a vision for the Camp and it excites
me to be able to be a part of all those
changes.”
During Freeman’s time with the Camp
he’s helped oversee the overhaul of the
dining hall, the reconditioning of cabins,
the installation of new docks, relocation
of the climbing wall and the addition
of a low ropes course and baseball
diamond – even the construction of
a horse stable. However, one of his
greatest roles has seen Freeman evolve
into a custodian of camp history; during
the renovation of the arts and crafts
building, for example, Freeman made
sure that decades of staff autographs
on the interior walls and ceiling were
preserved and saved. He also protected
and preserved much of the historic
memorabilia found on the inside of the
dining hall. The results of his efforts
were consolidated on one wall that
reflects the 65-year history of the camp.

What’s also impressive is the rate at
which Camp Maple Leaf turns campers
into camp counsellors through its
Leadership Training Programs. Amongst
its many goals, the program strives
to give campers ages 14 to 16 the
opportunity to give back to their camp
while teaching valuable job and life
skills. The three programs – Future
Leaders in Training (FLIT), Leaders
in Training (LIT) and Counsellor in
Training (CIT) – continue to develop
new staff and volunteers while
providing potential for future summer
employment opportunities. The fact that
25 of this year’s staff were once campers
themselves speaks to the continuing
success of the program!
When it comes to camp comparisons,
Camp Maple Leaf is typical in that it does
offer opportunity to engage in sports,
from low ropes courses to climbing walls,
swimming, archery and team games
like ball hockey and baseball. However,
few camps can claim to have an Alumni
Hall built by the Toronto Maple Leaf
Alumni Association, or an affiliation
with the Toronto Blue Jays “Jays Care”
program. That speaks to the commitment
and contributions that CML receives
from its partners, which include great
organizations like the True Patriot Love
Foundation, the Royal Canadian Legion
and hundreds of individual and corporate
donors that continue to support the
ongoing success of the camp.
Ultimately, one of the truly special
aspects of Camp Maple Leaf is its
organizational commitment to the six
goals that define every camp session. The
primary objective of each week’s program
is to ensure that, through their camping
experience, all participants leave with the
following: friendships that follow them
home, fun and memories that will last
forever, a sense of belonging to a unique
camp family, personal growth, a chance
to have tried something new they can’t do
at home and a respect and understanding
of our heroes. As the staff like to say, a
week at Camp Maple Leaf is ‘way more
than s’mores!’

Mark freeman

As for the future – the CML program on
Jacob’s Island will continue to be the
flagship program as the organization
works to identify opportunities to
replicate Camp Maple Leaf in both
Atlantic and Western Canada. To learn
more about these plans turn to page 42
to see what’s on the horizon.
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Are we
excited about
returning to
camp?
Let me say this,
we’re all busting.

We’re all in an interesting position. In any
normal season, we’d all be excited right
about now, because we all live for the
summer. That’s what we do. We spend
our whole year planning and getting ready
for the summer. Well, it’s been almost
two years and the thing is, I think the
excitement and energy from everybody
is just going to be immeasurable this
year. I’m so excited to get back to that.
My fingers are crossed that we can soon
return to Jacob’s Island!
The Camp at Home program that
defined Camp Maple Leaf last year was
successful. We’re so thankful for True
Patriot Love’s support of the program. It
wasn’t camp, but it did what it aimed to do,
and that was to show the kids that we’re
still there for them, that we were thinking
of them, and to bring some fun to them
despite not being able to go to camp due
to COVID-19 restrictions. We called it our

“FUNvelope”
program, and it was all about how much
fun we could shove in an envelope, from
connecting with pen pals to making your
own flagpoles. It was a very grassroots
initiative, and very reflective of what we
aim to do at Camp Maple Leaf.
So here we are, on the verge of the 2021
camping season. Who knows what’s
going to happen – all I know is we’re
planning, and something’s happening on
that island this year. It’s not coming in an
envelope. We’re hopeful that government
measures to contain the pandemic will
result in positive news for the camp. We
know regardless of what happens, it will
be with a lot of changes. There are a lot of
things to put in place to ensure safety for
everyone, but it will still be Camp Maple
Leaf. It will still be the island, and if things
change, we have back up plans. We’re
ready to face any challenges.

Part of the excitement is the fact that in addition to
our usual camps for military kids and children living
with unique life challenges, we’re also welcoming a
new program to Camp Maple Leaf this year called
Camp Candou! It’s a pilot project for children who
have a congenital limb difference or children who are
amputees. We’re getting help from Holland Bloorview
Kids Rehabilitation Hospital in Toronto. It’s a very cool
concept. We’re putting it on this year for teenagers aged
14 to 17 heading into high school. They’re going to live
as campers, but also have a leadership component
integrated into the camp program like a CIT or LIT
program. Some of these leaders will hopefully come back
to Camp as part of our staff team. As this is the first time
we’re doing a camp for children with limb differences we
want to make sure we get it right.
Continued on pg # 20

about us

"All of us in the Camp Maple
Leaf family - the kids, the
staff and our friends of camp
everywhere - can't wait to
get back to camp as soon
as possible."

“When you have a child with a unique difference you go
through a lot more than you do with an average child,
and it’s not always a good thing. That could include
medical appointments or how other kids treat your child.
When you have a camp build around that uniqueness,
it’s a shared experience and an understanding of similar
life challenges. Your child could go to summer camp
like other kids, but then your child is different than
all those other kids. You have to go through special
advocating for them to ensure they’re treated in a way
that accommodates them. At Camp Maple Leaf, with the
special branded week of Little People of Ontario, you can
share those things. Some kids have more than dwarfism
as part of their uniqueness. It’s great to go, ‘oh, they
went last year, nothing has changed.’ If your child needs
something special to be able to attend, 20 other kids also
need it, so that’s pretty cool. The camp is a great place to
set your sights on as a yearly event.”

Daxon Flynn & Family
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April
Young
Continued from pg # 19

Who better to help us modify
and tweak the program as we
go than the young adults
themselves.
They know what’s fun and they can help us
while advocating for themselves as camp
progresses. After each activity we’ll do a debrief with each group to see how it can be
improved for 2022.

They’ll be living in the Rainbow Building,
which is temperature controlled and already
completely accessible, and they’ll be able to
earn volunteer hours for school because they’re
helping build a brand new program.
We have so many plans and so many options
we’re looking at this year. It’s exciting despite
the challenges. I can’t wait to get started! Our
fingers are crossed, the staff is sending out
positive energy, and we are all hopeful that we
can deliver camp programs this year. We know
the kids are hoping for that too.

“I’m a parent volunteer with Tourette Canada. I got involved with them when by daughter was young. My
first visit to Camp Maple Leaf was around 2016/2017. We were looking for a camp and they were looking for
partners so it worked really well. Our kids really had no other way of being together with kids with Tourette
Syndrome. Camp has allowed them to meet others and be part of something they would never have had
before. Because it’s such a low incident disability, often kids never meet other kids with Tourette Syndrome.
Coming to camp is that experience for them. The programs offered not only allow them to connect with
others, but lets them take that home with them, knowing there are others
out there going through the same things. The confidence building is
incredible, with different activities like swimming and climbing the wall for
the first time. These are things many of the kids would never have done.
Additionally, employment can be a huge barrier for a lot of our young
adults. The opportunity to participate in Camp Maple Leaf programs like
the LIT initiative and just prove themselves over a period of time has
been great. Often they’re so nervous going into an interview that people
only see the ticking and not the individual. The programs at Camp Maple
Leaf allow people to see their strengths and see who they really are. It
can be transformative in the lives of these young people.

Cindy MacLean
20
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FAMILY OWNED AND INDEPENDENTLY OPERATED SINCE 1992
COMPLIMENTARY HEARING TESTS AND CONSULTATIONS
AFFORDABLE HEARING SOLUTIONS

519-653-1193
1310 SPEEDSVILLE RD, CAMBRIDGE,	N3H 4R6
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CUSTOM SOUND PLUGS

JENNIFER STEFFLER
HEARING INSTRUMENT SPECIALIST

200 YORKSHIRE ST. N, GUELPH
www.stefflerhearing.com

jennifer@stefflerhearing.com

519-823-8235

proud community sponsor of Camp maple leaf

milleninium computer maintenance
APPS2400 Ltd. email: stitt.gordon@mcminc.on.ca
or Cell: 416-726-8917
Inventor of Pokerstr8ts go to www.centriko.com/info/m.hym
to view our games we specialize in online charity golf tournaments
with 1,000 to 100,0000 players

705 654 4000
4108 28 Hwy, P.O. Box 695
Lakefield, ON, K0L 2H0
kawarthautilityservices.com
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GETTING
READY FOR

CAMP

IN TIMES
OF COVID

“Amidst the whirlwind of uncertainty that COVID19 has caused
in 2021, the Ontario Camps Association took proactive steps to
find ways to support summer camps in their efforts to deliver
programming this year. That included meeting with provincial
public health authorities in consultation with Toronto’s Hospital
for Sick Children to draft guidelines that could be reviewed and
adopted by the Chief Medical Officer of Health”
-Tom Appleyard, Ontario Camps Association
That was welcome news to the
entire team at Camp Maple Leaf,
where staff have been anxiously
hoping to see campers on Jacob’s
Island for the first time since late
August, 2019.

Despite the lack of campers on
the island last year, Smith said
there was still a lot of positive
activity scheduled to keep staff
on site busy throughout the
pandemic closure.

“Overnight camps in the
province weren’t able to open
last summer.” said Camp Maple
Leaf President Kim Smith. “But
this year the message from the
Ontario government is they’d
like to see the camps open if
at all possible, and we’re doing
everything we can on our side
to make sure camp is open,
available and safe for campers
this summer.”

“It wasn’t a complete loss for the
Camp.” he said. “In fact it was a
benefit for the site. Yes, it was a
lost summer and there were no
kids at camp, but the site had
a rest. We caught up on some
major facility enhancements
inside and out. We received a
very generous gift from Canada
Company that allowed us to
perform substantial renovations to
our Arts and Crafts Centre. With
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the expansion came new flooring,
new windows and new siding
as well as a new accessibility
entrance That was all finished and
achieved in 2020.”
The task of ensuring that Camp
Maple Leaf is ready for the
summer of 2021 has put the
pressure on key staff responsible
for ensuring the camp is in full
compliance with both provincial
and local Covid regulations. That
includes Dr. Jennifer Brokenshire,
who has served as one of Camp
Maple Leaf’s medical advisors
since 2015.

“Whatever protocols we end up
having will be in line with the
office of public health,” said Dr.
Brokenshire, who also serves as
a hospitalist at Oakville Trafalgar
Memorial Hospital. “That may
involve testing of campers prior
to coming to camp and before
heading back home. It will also
include protocols for cohorts
similar to those at schools. The
challenge is that the campers
are coming from different
school boards, all with different
challenges and from different
environments. The Ontario
Camping Association is working
closely with public health
authorities to come up with the
safest way to operate camps if
they are able to go ahead.”
While Dr. Brokenshire is in full
support of the comprehensive
guidelines being developed
to protect the physical health
of campers, she says that it’s
important to understand the
potential impact on the mental
health of children should camp
be cancelled again this year.
“Mental health is an absolute
epidemic in children right now
especially in adolescents,” she
said. “Camp is proven through
scientific data to positively
contribute to children’s mental
health in general. In other words,
when you look at where they
end up when camp is over, they
become more solidly grounded.
Camp increases their resilience.
Our biggest focus is recognizing
that the mental health of children
is at stake here along with their
physical health.”
Although she acknowledges that
it’s nearly impossible to reduce
the risk to zero, Dr. Brokenshire
is confident that Camp Maple
Leaf will have all the proper
protocols in place to comply
with public health measures if
able to open for campers later
this summer. That sentiment is
seconded by Camp Director April
Young, who says Camp Maple
Leaf staff are going above and
beyond what is being mandated

by the province to ensure the
utmost safety of everyone
involved in the camp program
this summer.
“We have extensive safety
policies based on guidance from
the Ontario Camping Association
Covid-19 Task Force, which
detail all the proper directives to
follow,” she said. “We’re using
that as a starting point to make
things safe, then we’re going to
take it over the top and do things
in a Camp Maple Leaf kind of
way. We have children who are
high risk, and kids that change
over every week. We have so
many reasons why we’re going
to be the safest plot of land on
the planet by far.”
According to Young, the motto
on the island this year will
be “sanitize in, sanitize out,”
a reference to the standard
protocols being implemented in
every aspect of camp activity.
“It means if you’re a counsellor
and you have a group of kids
heading to archery, before you
get there you’re sanitizing, as
are the kids and staff,” she
said. “Before they leave, they’ll
sanitize again.”
Other new protocols will include
placing all campers in colourcoded “cohorts” using a coloured
“pinnie” that will quickly identify
to which group a camper
belongs. This will give staff an
easy visual method to keep track
of their campers. Young says
even with such strict measures
in place, staff will be working
hard to ensure a week at Camp
Maple Leaf will still include the
traditions and events that make
the experience so memorable for
campers each year. “We know
how the virus spreads and we’re
implementing strict protocols to
ensure it won’t be able to spread
that way. It’s something we can
control and we feel confident
about. Our staff are extremely
well-trained and care deeply
about the safety of the campers
each week.

“Our goal is to
welcome children
to Jacob’s Island in
the most careful and
responsible way we
can. Regardless of
what the eventual
summer program
looks like, we hope
to provide campers
with a safe outdoor
experience at a time
when they need it
more than ever. "
-April Young
Camp Director

Continued on pg # 26
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GETTING
READY FOR

CAMP

IN TIMES
OF COVID

Continued from pg # 25
I am confident in their ability and
their willingness to follow the
procedures we need to follow to
keep children safe should we be
able to run camps this summer.
Our staff always do what’s right.
It’s one of the things that makes
me proud to lead this team every
year."
Camp Maple Leaf Site and
Facilities Manager Mark Freeman
agrees that ensuring camper
safety is job #1 this summer.
“There is a solid protocol
system plan written down, and
management is making a serious
effort to ensure that whatever
happens we can deal with it,”
said Freeman. “Because it’s an
overnight camp, we can keep
individuals in each cabin separate
and run activities that limit
intermixing.”
Freeman says the 104 acre
island is tailor-made for protocols
that promote children, staff
and volunteers to practice safe
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distancing, and they will be easier
to implement now staff have had
a chance to develop COVIDrelated crisis management
procedures. With all the planning
being done, Freeman – like all
Camp Maple Leaf staff – says
he’s ready to get to work.
“We have some big plans
this year. All the protocols are
in place, we’ll be ready with
extensive cleaning procedures
and we will have all the necessary
sanitization supplies needed for
when camp opens in July.”
That sentiment is shared by all
Camp Maple Leaf staff, who are
eager to see the return of summer
camp programs. Young is hopeful
that by working with public health
officials to monitor provincial risk
levels Camp Maple Leaf will once
again be a hive of activity this
summer.

905-648-2157

PO BOX 63088
102 PLAZA DR

DUNDAS, L9H 6Y3

519-679-1297
790 LITTLE GREY ST
LONDON, ON
N5Z 1P1

EAST END TRUCK
CENTRE LTD
905-619-8888
1035 BROCK RD, PICKERING,L1W 3T7

GRAND RIVER
POWER SPORTS
519-759-8140
1264 COLBORNE ST.E	
BRANTFORD, ON, N3R 0C3
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THE IMPORTANCE OF
FRIENDS DURING
HARD TIMES

One of the greatest lessons
learned by campers at Camp
Maple Leaf each season is
that it’s possible to overcome
adversity. Part of that lesson
is realizing the importance of
developing strong bonds of
friendship, because friends
often provide the vital support
necessary to help when
we’re faced with unexpected
challenges.

It was a lesson not lost on Camp
Maple Leaf itself in 2020. The
sudden emergence of COVID-19
and the subsequent governmentordered cancellation of summer
camps across the province
created challenges that would
have been nearly impossible for
Camp Maple Leaf to overcome
had it not been for the generous
support of donors and partners
and the Camp’s tremendous
network of strong friendships.
“This past year has been hugely
challenging for everyone,” said
Camp Maple Leaf | 2020 Edition

Camp Maple Leaf Preident Kim
Smith. “We’re so appreciative
of the partners and donors that
stood by us over the course of
the last year and into this year.
We were thrilled to be able
to provide the camp at home
program last year. We couldn’t
have done it without donor
support.”
There were multiple examples
of individuals and organizations
stepping up to support Camp
Maple Leaf as staff dealt with
the challenges presented by
the pandemic. Smith said such
support included many parents
who requested that Camp Maple
Leaf transfer last year’s camp
deposits into 2021 to eliminate
the need for refunds, principal
supporters who all came through
with full donations despite the
cancellation of the camping
season, and the camp’s great
friends at Royal Canadian Legion
branches.

Continued on pg # 30
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THE IMPORTANCE OF FRIENDS
DURING HARD TIMES
Continued from pg # 29

ONTARIO COMMAND

“We want to extend special thanks
for the support of the Legions in
Ontario who provided and continue
to provide us with assistance as
we move into 2021,” said Smith.
“We recognize that the Legions
have been hard hit in their
communities in the past year, but
despite the challenges they’ve
been dealing with many continue
to offer their support where they
can.”
With optimism that Camp Maple
Leaf will be able to provide
campers and families some type
of programming in 2021, Smith
felt it was important to recognize
three of the camp’s many partners
whose contributions in the last
year were particularly impactful:
the True Patriot Love Foundation,
which helped fund both the 2020
“FunVelope” program and the
CML Feasibility Study; Canada
Company, for providing funding to
help renovate and refurbish the
Camp’s Arts and Crafts Centre; IT
Force, for their in-kind contribution
of IT technology to help the camp’s
leadership team with their digital
communication needs.
“When Camp Maple Leaf reached
out with the innovative solution of
the FunVelope program, we were
delighted to provide the funding,
because we know how impactful
summer camp can be,” said
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Nick Booth, CEO of True Patriot
Love Foundation. “It was a way
to give military families and their
children some respite from all the
challenges they’ve faced over the
last year.”
Booth said like all charities, True
Patriot Love was hit hard by the
pandemic, but they continued to
reach out to and fund community
partners to help them mitigate the
impact on their services and adapt
programming to digital and virtual
delivery. Having their own strong
network of friends and supporters
was critical to True Patriot Love
to ensure the organization could
continue its support of Camp
Maple Leaf.
“Supporters will stand by charities,
and certainly we were thrilled
how our supporters stuck by True
Patriot Love and the men and
women who serve in the armed
forces despite many of them
having a hard year themselves,”
said Booth. “I think if you can
communicate well and can show
the impact of their donations,
people will carry on supporting you
despite their own challenges. We
certainly had gifts both small and
large that allowed us to continue
funding partners like Camp
Maple Leaf, and that’s certainly
humbling.”

For Canada Company Managing
Director Marie Claire Ouellette, it
was an easy decision to become
a new friend to Camp Maple Leaf.
Like many visitors to Jacob’s
Island, Ouellette said she was
immediately convinced that the
camp aligned with the values
championed by Canada Company:
Many Ways to Serve through its
support of military members and
their families.
“In 2019 two of us from Canada
Company spent a day at Camp
Maple Leaf during a special
week for children of military
families,” said Ouellette. “That
visit was a revelation for us. We
knew right away that we had to
present options for supporting
Camp Maple Leaf to our Board of
Directors.”
After considering a variety of
different projects they could fund
at Camp Maple Leaf, Ouellette
said Canada Company chose
to support the renovation of the
arts and crafts building. The
decision was made because of its
importance to the infrastructure of
the camp and the respect shown
to its history.
“We saw the history that is
depicted on the walls of the
centre, but we also recognized
that improvements would be very
welcome,” she said. “We know lots
and lots of kids, not just the kids of
military families, will benefit from
this small donation and that it will
help contribute to quality of the
camp’s program in a very big way
for many years to come.”

When it comes to future
benefits, the in-kind donation
of IT technology from IT Force
has helped bring Camp Maple
Leaf’s digital communication
capabilities in line with the needs
of an organization on the verge of
a proposed national expansion.
Prior to the integration of such
digital assets as the Microsoft
365 platform and Microsoft
Teams into their administration
processes, Camp Maple Leaf staff
and Advisory Council members
couldn’t communicate effectively
online. The donation from IT
Force immediately improved
the camp’s data management
systems to help its Leadership
Team to work more efficiently. This
was especially important given
the system was put in place just
weeks before COVID-19 made
in-person communications almost
impossible.
“They avoided any wrinkles
through the work-from home
requirements of the pandemic
shutdown because they were
ahead of the curve,” said Chris
Morino, Director of Sales at IT
Force. “They didn’t suffer any
interruption. There wasn’t a huge
adjustment or a panicked rush to
facilitate remote work. They were
ready.”
IT Force was first introduced to
Camp Maple Leaf by an employee
whose child attended Camp
LPO – a summer camp program
for children of short stature.
After considering the employee’s
proposal for sponsorship, the

company designated Camp Maple
Leaf as the first organization to
receive support as part of its newly
established charitable contribution
program. Morino says they’re
thrilled to be aligned with a camp
they see doing “great things” in the
community.
“We’re thrilled that we could play
a small role,” said Marino. “If you
talk to the children and say, ‘hey,
we’ve got a great IT provider,’ I
think they’d pick up the ball and
run away. We recognize our role
is behind the curtain. We see the
success. We know we’re helping
people that are being guided by
a mission to make a difference.
That really hits home for us. Our
tagline is “Use Technology, Do
Great Things.” They’re living our
tagline. We’ve played a small role
in enabling the team to do great
things. It’s a feel-good story.”
Such shining examples of support
for Camp Maple Leaf are part
of the reason why there’s such
optimism going into the 2021 camp
season. Despite the uncertainty
caused by the pandemic, Smith
says there’s much to look forward
to both this summer and beyond.
“There are so many friends and
supporters who have been helpful
to Camp Maple Leaf over the past
year. With their continued support
and commitment, we look forward
to welcoming campers back to the
island and developing new friends
as part of our expanded vision for
Camp Maple Leaf.”
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Activity on pg # 16

PUZZLE ANSWERS
WHAT’S THE WORD PUZZLE?
1 - Get over it!
2 - Jack in the box
3 - Somewhere over the rainbow
4 - Back door
5 - Read between the lines
6 - Blood over water
7 - Bee line
8 - Cancelled check
9 - Once upon a time
10 - Green eggs and ham
11 - Try to understand
12 - Downtown
13 - Bump in the night
14 - First aid
15 - One in 1 million
16 - Pie
17 - Ice Cube
18 - Rocking around the Christmas tree
19 - Thinking out of the box
20 - Big Bird
WHERE’S KELSO?

TEN RIDDLES FROM THE TENT!
1. Make sure one of them is a matchstick!
2. It’s been nice gnawing you!
3. Root beer!
4. A nap sack!
5. Drop it a line!
6. They branch out!
7. They are afraid to relax and unwind!
8. Swimming trunks!
9. They log in!
10. They needed to recharge their batteries!
CROSSWORD
Across
1 - Comfort Station
3 - Island Games
4 - Camp Craft
8 - Welcome Centre
10 - Rookie League
11 - Stables
12 - Eco Lodge
14 - Swim docks

FIND THE KELSOS

Down
2 - Smith Cottage
5 - CAC
6 - Canoe
7 - Carnival
9 - Sun Downer
13 - Lodge
15 - kayak

CAMP LINGO!
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DESCRAMBLE THE CAMP QUOTE
1. Friendships that follow you home!
2. Spin that Wheel!
3. When the hand goes up the mouth goes shut!
4. Who wants to come in for breakfast?
5. Don’t go into the tall grass!

TWO TRUTHS AND A LIE. THE LIES…
Fish sticks - 3
Nighthawk - 2
Outback - 1
Pebbles - 3
Twinkie - 3

UC Baby
519-620-2240
3113 Rotary way
wellington, on, l7m 0a3

705-324-2166

211 KENT ST W, LINDSAY, ON, K9V2Y9
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519-539-9222
445 SPRINGBANK AVE. S, WOODSTOCK, N0J 1V0

CANADIAN CORPS UNIT
BRACEBRIDGE HOME HARDWARE
705-645-4161
95 HWY 118 W., BRACEBRIDGE, ON

WESTBROOK METALS INC

905-957-4700
5313 HIGHWAY 20, ST. ANNS, ON, L0R 1Y0

MJM PET SUPPLIES INC.
519-621-8700
341 SHELDON DR., CAMBRIDGE, ON

104 WILLIAM STEVENS
905-356-3152
4674 FERGUSON ST	
NIAGARA FALLS

BUILTWRIGHT
CONSTRUCTION
705-575-3399
38 WINDSOR ST.
SAULT STE MARIE, ON, P6B 3J8

519-833-0000

2 THOMPSON CRES, ERIN, ON, N0B 1T0

705-254-3388
145 HUGILL ST, SAULT STE. MARIE, ON, P6A 4E9

RE/MAX NIAGARA REALTY LTD

905-430-5788
113 WILLIAM STEPHENSON DRIVE,WHITBY, ON

905-864-6794

575 ONTARIO ST S, MILTON, ON, L9T 2N2

905-246-0260
5627 MAIN ST
NIAGARA FALLS, L2G 5Z3

705-745-1061

203 LANSDOWNE SREET EAST
PETERBOROUGH, ON, K9L 1R1
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A Few Of
Our Unsung
Heroes Of
Camp
Maple
Leaf

Heroes come in all shapes and sizes.
Some do remarkable things that put
them in the spotlight. Some are
everyday heroes whose deeds are often
unsung despite the enormous
impact they have on others. Here are
a few of the everyday heroes who help
make Camp Maple Leaf such a
remarkable place.

MIKE TRAUNER
With a camp nickname like “Megatron,” it’s a
given that Mike Trauner is always going to be a
popular figure at Camp Maple Leaf. However,
with the new Camp Candou program planned
to be offered to children with limb differences
this year, Mike’s presence is going to be
even more impactful. On December 5th,
2008, the former Master Corporal in the
Canadian Light Infantry lost both legs
while on patrol in Afghanistan. Since
becoming a volunteer at Camp Maple
Leaf in 2010, Mike has been sharing his
story of personal triumph over adversity
with children at many different camps,
and he’s looking forward to inspiring the
kids at Camp Candou.

“I think it’s going to be pretty
easy working with those kids,”
said Mike, a world-class paraathlete who is hoping to qualify
for the Tokyo Olympics in canoe/
kayak this summer. “These kids
have already had to overcome
so much in their lives. Whether it’s
physical or mental, I understand
what they’re going through and
I’m sure we’ll work really well together.”
As a volunteer, Mike’s goal has always been to
inspire kids to recognize their own capabilities.
His message is always to set your own goals and
your own limitations.
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“I think when I look back to my own injuries, I
had a lot of mental issues having to deal with the
physical changes I had to overcome. Being a
disabled person and working with organizations
like Camp Maple Leaf really helped show me
what I was capable of and still being able to give
back to help inspire younger kids.”

MICHELLE ROBINSON
Her official job title is Camp Registrar, but Michelle
Robinson could easily be called Camp Maple
Leaf’s Director of Human Procurement, First
Impressions and Camp Cohort Logistics. No
matter where they come from, no matter how they
get there, no matter how they’re funded – if a
child is heading to Camp Maple Leaf, Michelle is
helping to arrange it.

“I do everything to get the kids to
camp on Sunday afternoon,” said
Michelle, the matriarch in a military family who has been delivering on her responsibilities while
working from the United States
during her husband’s most recent
posting. “(Camp Director) April
takes over and entertains them
for a week. Then I take over again
and get them back home to their
parents on Friday. Everything involved in getting your child to
camp comes through me.”
From securing flights and bussing, arranging
camper funding, securing proper health
forms, and accommodating special
bunking requests, Michelle has
developed into a master administrator
in a role that requires extreme attention
to detail. Her commitment and passion
for Camp Maple Leaf goes beyond the
job title; despite there being no camp
in 2020, Michelle and her family spent
a full month volunteering on the island,
completing little jobs that will have a big
impact on campers this year. Michelle says
there’s just something magical about the camp
that gives her such satisfaction for the job she
does.
“It’s just such a grassroots camp,” she said. “Basic
isn’t the right word for it. There’s no electronics.
It’s completely unplugged. There’s nothing fancy.
Everyone shows up on the island and the playing
field is completely even. We all eat together. We
all sit around the same campfire. It’s just a really
easy-going low-stress environment and I think
kids more than ever just need that. There’s no
need to feel competition or pressure. That’s what
makes it such a magical place.”
Continued on pg # 36
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A Few Of
Our Unsung
Heroes Of
Camp
Maple
Leaf
Continued from pg # 35

LIISA KUUTER
As a mental health expert and counsellor, Liisa
Kuuter understands the unique challenges faced by
children of military personnel.
“There a complexity that happens with children
of military families,” said Kuuter, a mental health
services professional with Toronto’s Sunnybrook
Hospital. “I think it’s centred around the fact that
children in military families have very little choice. If a
parent gets posted, the family goes with them.”
Recognizing the unique experiences military children
face led Kuuter and the team at Camp Maple Leaf to
design the Kids of Heroes program, which is offered
specifically to military children who have parents
living with an Operational Service Injury.

“The camp environment is so key,
because it allows these kids to be
connected with other kids who
know what they’re going through,”
she said. “It also really just allows
them to be kids, and to incorporate
conversation in a really thoughtful
way around their journey and their
experiences but really focusing on
giving them a break.”
Despite playing such an important role in
camp program development, Kuuter says the
real heroes at the camp are the young staff
members, many of who come from military
families who arrive with their own journeys and
challenges.
“They never stop. I have never seen anything like
it in all my life and I’ve been involved in camps for
many years. I ran a camp myself. Not even just their
ability but the knowledge they would have to capture
to understand some of the unique life challenges that
campers are struggling with. There’s a culture that’s
evolved there. It’s about responsibility and respect
and fun and energy. Those staff are amazing.”
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JAMIE THOMSON

A lot of good things
have been done by a lot of
incredible people over the
years that have helped Camp
Maple Leaf survive and thrive
for more than six decades. Now,
with the newly established
Camp Maple Leaf “Honour Roll,”
those outstanding volunteer
contributions – both past and
present - will be acknowledged
each year and forever
remembered through permanent
recognition in the camp’s Dining
Hall.

“

From the outset, Camp Maple Leaf
depended on volunteers for its
existence,” said Kim Smith, Executive
Director at Camp Maple Leaf. “The camp
was founded by volunteers, so it was
really a volunteer spirt and dedication
that created the camp in the first place.
The Honour Roll is one of the things we
can do to recognize the volunteers who,
through their vision, commitment and
ability, have been instrumental in getting
the camp started, keeping it going and
helping it flourish.
The inaugural group of seven inductees
to the Camp Maple Leaf Honour Roll
represent a broad cross-section of both
groups and individuals who have stepped
up in various ways, from helping to
find resources and provide expertise to
making valuable connections that help
sustain camp programs. They include
The Canadian Council of War Veterans
Associations, LCol C. D. Chris Comeau,
Major (Retired) Tom Wilson MMM, CD,
past Toronto Maple Alumni President
Mike Pelyk, Camp Medical Advisor Tracy
Britt RN, Kinsmen Club of Kingston
member Ryan Hanes and Major (Retired)
Dan Gagnon OMM, SSM, CD.
As the only organization included in the
initial group of Honour Roll inductees,
the Canadian Council of War Veterans
Associations holds a uniquely special
place in the history of Camp Maple Leaf,
given the fact it was instrumental in the
camp’s formation. In 1952 members
of the Council were looking for ways
to honour fallen Veterans of both the
World Wars and the Korean conflict, and
amongst their ideas was establishing a
camp for children in need. In December
1955, acting members of the Council

After spending 13 years in the military, Jamie
Thomson was looking to get involved in
something meaningful and inspiring. As it turned
out, he heard the message he was looking for at
a golf tournament in support of Camp Maple Leaf.

put down a
$1,000 deposit
against the $35,000
purchase price of
Jacob’s Island, the eventual
home of Camp Maple Leaf.

in the form of in-kind donations of
construction materials and skilled labour
to reduce building costs. Pelyk says
he’s learned a couple valuable lessons
through his involvement with Camp
Maple Leaf.

“It really resonated with me, the
whole idea of doing something
for the children of military members,”
COO
“The fact that it’s grown
to beof
as Stifel
The Council members spent
the next said Thomson,
successful
as
it
is
today,
and
that
year raising funds to complete
the
Nicolaus Canada.
“We think athere
lot
are a lot of people involved in that
purchase, also providing the volunteer
about
thatone,”
military
success, that’s number
said Pelyk.
labour to get the island ready
to be a the sacrifices
children’s camp and securing funds
members
make, their families
needed to cover the full cost
of camp for
Number but
two,Ithe
camp
children attending. Their initial
slogan
and their spouses,
have
nevwas “For every cross in Europe – a child
has
helped
so
many
ertoseen
something unique to help
at Camp Maple Leaf.” Thanks
the
kids
facing
volunteer efforts of Council members,
the children.
With
thechallenges.
constant
the facility was ready to accept campers
And
it’s
got
such
a deep
within two years, and in 1957
the first
moves,
the parent being away
official two-week Camp Maple Leaf
relationship
for prolonged
periods,with
thatthe
really
program welcomed 88 campers.
It
Canadian
Armed
Forces,
also marked the beginningresonated
of the long
with me.”
partnership Camp Maple Leaf has had
which are near and dear
with Canada’s military. Through the
years, the Council continued to provide
my heart.
The former Majorto
decided
to become one of the
funding and volunteer support to help
at Camp
Maple
Camp members
Maple Leaf Medical
Advisor
Tracy
build cabins, fund campersfirst
and Advisory
aid in the Council
affiliation
withmilitary
the campinbegan
ongoing evolution of the camp.
Leaf as a way to Britt’s
give back
to the
an
during a casual conversation with a new
indirect
Like many of the other Honour
Roll way.
neighbour – Camp Director April Young.
inductees, former Toronto Maple Leaf
While thegave
two were
walking
their
“I learn
really
me out
a lot
of skills
Mike Pelyk was surprised to
hisfeel the military
dogs, Tracy mentioned two important
that helped
me infacts:
boththat
myshe
military
careeronbut
also
name was amongst those included
in
had a cottage
Pidgeon
the inaugural induction. And
typical
of
since
I left,”
he said.
be able to
Lake,“It’s
and satisfying
that she wasto
a Registered
the passionate volunteers who
theirto those
Nurse.
Oncedeployed
April shared
the story of
givegive
back
heroes
overseas.
time to the cause, he also downplayed
Camp
Maple
Leaf
with
her,
knew
With the camp, it helps give them someTracy
piece
of
his involvement.
right away she wanted to contribute.
mind that their kids
will
have
something
to
look
“I’m not a camper and have never been
“I was completely surprised,”
said the
forward
to that they
might said
not otherwise
beToronto’s
able to
a camper,”
Britt, an RN at
former defenseman, who played
his
afford.”
Sunnybrook Hospital. “I decided to help
entire NHL career with the Leafs. “I
out in the best way I could because it
never expected to receive anything. I
sounded pretty awesome.”
was just happy to be there. All I did was
kind-of organize people and put in a bit
of time.”

These are just four shining examples of the countless heroes
who help make Camp Maple
It was during his time serving as
Leaf
chairman of both the Toronto
Maplesuch an extraordinary expeLeafs Alumni Association and the NHL
rience
Alumni Association that Pelyk
played for the campers, staff and
an instrumental role in encouraging
volunteers lucky enough to spend
both groups to support the camp. With
time
on the island. We look formonies raised through charity
hockey
games and other activities, the two
ward to incorporating more heAlumni groups funded the improvement
and construction of many ofroes
the newinto the ongoing story of the
facilities at Camp Maple Leaf, including
camp in Ontario and, as a result
a kitchen upgrade and the construction
of the Toronto Maple Leaf Alumni
Hall,plans for the future, at our
of our
the camp’s primary indoor recreation
facility. Connections Pelyk and
his fellow
other
Camp Maple Leaf locations
NHL players made during the course
across
of Alumni activities also reaped
other Canada.
benefits for the camp, most importantly
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THE IMPORTANT ROLE OF
MILITARY FAMILY SERVICES

Colonel
Telah
Morrison
One of the
toughest challenges
the brave service women
and men of Canada’s military
have to face is how to prepare their
immediate family for the often-transient
lifestyle associated with the job. As military children
move with their families from base to base, province
to province or even country to country, it can
become difficult for them to find their place and
make meaningful connections during their important
developmental years. That’s why summer camp
programs like the program offered at Camp Maple Leaf
are so important to military families. Military Family
Services provides national support and funding for the
Military Family Services Program, which is delivered
locally by Military Family Resource Centres (MFRCs)
in 32 communities across Canada, along with service
points in the United States and in Europe. Everywhere
military families are posted, MFRCs deliver unique
local services, including funding for military families
who want to be able to send their children to summer
camp programs like Camp Maple Leaf.
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“There are many camp
programs that children can
go to, but vey few that cater
specifically to military children,”
said Colonel Telah Morrison,
Director of Canada’s Military
Family Services and member of
the Camp Maple Leaf Advisory
Board. “Camp Maple Leaf
provides a program that is very
unique.”

“Through the Support Our Troops charity that
operates within the Canadian Forces Morale
and Welfare Services there is fundraising done
specifically for camps,” said Col. Morrison, who
knows first-hand the impact her deployments in
overseas missions in Croatia, Haiti, Afghanistan
and Lebanon have had on her four children.
“We help promote Camp Maple Leaf through
Military Family Resource Centres and a lot of
children have gone to the camp as a result. My
youngest son has attended Camp Maple Leaf
twice. It really gave him a unique connection to
other children like him and he made great friends
through his Camp Maple Leaf experience.”

Laurie
Ogilvie
Laurie Ogilvie, Director of Family
Services with the Canadian Forces
Morale and Welfare Services, said
that academic and anecdotal research
confirms that members of the military
community often struggle with several
conditions of their military-based
lifestyle. Those struggles can trickle
down to impact children, which is why
there is such overwhelming support
of the program that connects military
children to Camp Maple Leaf.
“Being deployed into service can create
challenges for the whole family but more so for
children,” said Ogilvie. “Why Camp Maple Leaf
is a really great offering is that it brings children
that are experiencing the same unique types
of challenges together and not putting it as a
deficit, but instead putting it as a true opportunity
to connect with people who are experiencing a
similar reality.”
Ogilvie said most Canadian children are not
subjected to the challenges of constantly moving
or attending multiple public or high schools. In
addition, many military children also have to
deal with the realities of living with a parent who
may return home suffering with a physical or an
occupational stress injury (OSI). It’s a key reason
why Military Family Services views funding
campers as such a vital step in nurturing the
mental health of military children.

“Having a camp where
there’s dedicated support
for children whose parents
may be experiencing deployment or
the after-effects of a deployment like an
OSI provides an opportunity for the kids to be
kids in a safe setting,” says Ogilvie, who played an
instrument role in helping to develop the Camp Maple
Leaf’s Kids of Heroes program. “It also helps kids deal
with something significant in their family’s life and allows
them to find ways to express how they’re dealing with it.
It’s really respite for the children.”
Helping to find and fund military children who want to
experience a program like Camp Maple Leaf is one
of the many responsibilities of Todd Stride, Associate
Director of Community Development and Strategic
Partnerships with Military Family Services. Working with
multiple partners including Support Our Troops, Stride
ensures charitable dollars are matched with the nearly
500 applications he receives from families each year
hoping to send their children to camp.
Continued on pg # 40
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THE IMPORTANT ROLE OF
MILITARY FAMILY SERVICES
Continued from pg # 39

The applications are assessed using three
unique criteria for funding qualification: a
camper must be either a child from a military
family with special needs, a child from a
military family with a parent deployed or away
from home, or a child from a military family
living through illness or injury.
Regardless of how they qualify for funding,
Stride says attending camp is vitally important
to the emotional well-being and mental health
of every camper.
“I think camp is a time for personal growth
for children as they learn to interact with their
peers while discovering new challenges and
new things,” he said. “The beauty of Camp
Maple Leaf is there’s a good chance they’re
going to be interacting with other kids who are
living through the same challenges.”
April Young, Camp Maple Leaf’s Camp
Director is quick to praise the commitment
that Military Family Services has made to not
only the military members it serves but also to
staff of the MFRCs. For example, Young says
many MFRC’s not only help recruit kids to
attend camp but also allows staff to take time
off to volunteer at Camp Maple Leaf each
summer.
“Many MFRC staff take an active role in the
camp,” she said. “One volunteer told me the
reason their directors allow them to take time
off to come to camp is that a lot of bases feel
like we’re an arm of support they can offer to
military families and their children. Working
collaboratively with Military Family Services
has been a really exceptional relationship.”
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Sponsors

Sponsors

PJ JOHNSTON HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING

DONE ONE DONE RIGHT CONTRACTING

1257 FRANKLIN DR
PETERBOROUGH .......................................................... 705-740-0141

59 MAPLE CRES
JANETVILLE ..................................................................... 705-341-7100

SKIN ILLUSIONS

LIGHTNING EQUIPMENT SALES INC

1455 BANCROFT DR UNIT 2
SUDBURY ........................................................................ 705-586-4465

5-4150 SOUTH SERVICE RD
BURLINGTON ................................................................. 905-332-7026

THE BARGAIN SHOP

K & K DRY WALL

414 ALGONQUIN BLVD E
TIMMINS ................................................................................... 705-268-3383

919 FRASER DR UNIT 3
BURLINGTON ........................................................................ 905-336-1728

TOTAL CONCEPT KITCHENS

OUTER LIMITS TRANSPORT

438 DUNLOP ST W UNIT 5
BARRIE ...................................................................................... 705-309-4443

PO BOX 152 SNYDERS RD E
WILMOT ..................................................................................... 519-214-0300

GEORGIAN BAY SERVICE CENTRE

J.P NICHOLSON

7 YONGE ST N BOX 2511
ELMVALE ................................................................................... 705-322-9216

102 POWELL AVE.
OTTAWA ...................................................................................... 613-238-4184

VOLKSFOLKS PREOWNED VOLKSWAGENS LTD

MCMILLAN'S CARPET 1

1754 MOUNT PLEASANT RD
CAVAN .................................................................................. 705-760-1394

104 WHITE OAK DR E
SAULT STE. MARIE...................................................... 705-949-6224

KHANNA GROUP OF COMPANY'S
100-304 SIMCOE ST.S
OSHAWA ............................................................................ 647-887-8552

ELECTRICAL CONTACTS LTD.
519 22ND AVE
HANOVER ........................................................................... 519-364-1878

ASTOUNDING HEIGHTS DANCE ACADEMY
64 LORNE AVE
TRENTON ........................................................................ 613-885-3868

R.F. CONTRACTING
116 INDUSTRIAL PARK CRESCENT
SAULT STE. MARIE ........................................................ 705-253-1151

RE/MAX FINEST REALTY BROKERAGE
1329 GARDINERS ROAD UNIT 105
KINGSTON ...................................................................... 613-449-4350

J L PAINTERS GREATER SUDBURY
1100 SUNNYBRAE AVE
SUDBURY .......................................................................... 705-662-2021

RUGGED GEOMATICS INC.
138 MAIN ST. S.
KENORA ............................................................................. 807-468-8516

MCLEARIE & SONS HEAT TREATING INC.

2145 ASTOR CRES.
OLDCASTLE ........................................................................ 519-737-1588

MILLENNIUM COMPUTER MAINTENANCE
1009-135 WYNFORD DR
NORTH YORK .................................................................. 416-726-8917
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Expanding CML Across Canada
When you plant a seed in a fertile
environment, it inevitably grows if properly
cared for. That is especially true if the seed
is an idea fully supported by people who
believe in its merits.

“When we began serving military children it became
obvious to us, because we soon started receiving
calls asking us why there wasn’t a Camp Maple Leaf
in other parts of Canada,” says Camp Maple Leaf
Executive Director Kim Smith, when asked if the
idea for newly announced plans to expand the camp
nationally were always part of a strategic goal. “That’s
where the seed was planted, with parents calling us
and asking us. The answer was always, there isn’t
right now but there may be. The thought became that
perhaps there may be a need to expand.”
Through his experiences overseeing the Ontariobased operations of the Camp Tanamakoon
Charitable Foundation – owner/operator of both
Camp Maple Leaf and Camp Tanamakoon – Smith
was aware of the enormous challenges involved in
establishing not one but two possible new locations
of Camp Maple Leaf, with one in Eastern Canada and
one in Western Canada. However, in the true spirit
of Camp Maple Leaf, Smith and his team decided to
meet any-and-all challenges head on, and the first
step toward accomplishing that goal meant conducting
a proper study to gauge the viability of expansion.
“When we first commissioned the feasibility study
our good friends and supporters at True Patriot Love
were happy to assist us with funding a good portion
of it,” said Smith. “I think they also has a sense that
there may be a demand and a need in other parts of
Canada.”
Leading that investigative process was Think Muskoka
Consulting owner and senior project advisor Jane
McCutcheon, an accomplished camping consultant
and Honorary Life Member of the Ontario Camps
Association who Smith contacted in June,
2020. McCutcheon said Smith asked
her to focus the study on several key
areas; these included determining
whether there was a market for
new camps for military families
and for children with unique life
challenges, whether there were
sources of new funding through
Military Family Resource Centres
or other organizations already
supporting military causes on
a national scale, and whether
there were sites available in the
east and west that could be rented
or potentially purchased for such an
initiative. The initial study generated
positive results that helped fuel cautious
optimism about the potential expansion.
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“It was an absolutely wonderful
study,” said McCutcheon. “We met
all kinds of people. And we learned
so much about how the Canadian
military operates and what the
experience of summer camp
means for children from Canada’s
Military families who have attended
Camp Maple Leaf. The conclusion
we came to is that this is both vital
and very doable. But it is going to
take time, and it needs to be done
slowly and methodically.”

In order to move the plans for
expansion forward, McCutcheon
said it will be necessary to
bring additional leadership to
Camp Maple Leaf at the Board
of Directors level. In addition,
McCutcheon also sees centralizing
procedures, technology and
administration as critical steps
required to evolve the organization.
“The first step we’ve taken is to
put together our project team
because it’s a huge initiative,”

Dave Newnham is the new Head of Strategic
Development with Camp Maple Leaf, a former
President and Executive Director for Tim Horton’s
Children’s Foundation says...
“To move from being a small charitable overnight
camp on Jacob’s Island in Ontario to become a
program which is national in scope and embraces
the same camp culture and values”

said McCutcheon, referring to
the addition of Stephane Richard
(who worked with McCutcheon
on the original study) and Dave
Newnham and Alicia Payne to the
CML team. “We don’t ever want to
lose sight of the Camp Maple Leaf
program in Ontario, because it has
been a really wonderful grassroots
experience. We’ve carefully
examined what the organization
looks like today and made some
recommendations on what
expansion might look like.”

“Our job is to help move Camp Maple Leaf
from being a small, family-run foundation to a
national charitable organization able to inspire
people who will get behind it, and help it raise
the funds and resources it will need to meet its
future goals. Ultimately, it’s about more children
benefitting from this experience.”

Continued on pg # 46
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Expanding CML Across Canada
Continued from pg # 45

Besides creating a national board
of directors comprised of key
leaders who have influence and
resources needed to make Camp
Maple Leaf function on a national
level, Newnham says it will be
essential to develop a strong
fundraising platform to ensure
sustainability and create a plan
to communicate and share the
organization’s unique message.
That’s where Payne’s role will be
vital to ensuring the long-term
success of the expansion project.
As Camp Maple Leaf’s new Head
of Communications, Payne says
the story isn’t just that there will
be new locations of Camp Maple
Leaf in both Eastern and Western
Canada, but rather how those
camps will continue to represent
the spirit exemplified by the original
Camp Maple Leaf program.
“The part that we want to replicate
is the culture and the heart that
exists on Jacob’s Island today,”
said Payne, owner and chief
associate at JBN Team Inc. “That’s
what we want to recreate at these
other locations no matter where
we wind up. Extending our reach
to organizations serving youth in
each region of the country where
our camps are located is all part of
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this unique story.”
As part of his role in the
collaboration, Richard is looking
at potential camp sites in Atlantic
Canada where there are strong
military communities. From an
administration standpoint, he is
also helping to document the
policies, procedures and processes
involved in the current operation of
Camp Maple Leaf with an outlook
to the eventual expansion.
“We’re not looking to a full copy
and paste method,” said Richard,
a former National Director of
Camps and Youth Programs with
Canadian Diabetes Association.
“What we want to understand is
what are the fundamental and
foundational processes and
procedures. If we’re going to
expand in the west and east as
one organization, we want to make
sure there are consistencies. In the
end, we want to understand the
background operation, not only in
relation to the games kids play, but
also in terms of the nuts and bolts
of the operation.”
With his original vision for Camp
Maple Leaf now on the verge of
expansion, Smith says the plan
will be to run a camp program

in Atlantic Canada in 2022 and
also pilot a two or three week
program in Western Canada soon
after that. The long-term vision
includes providing three camps
running full programs that share
many similarities in terms of the
culture and size but at the same
time reflecting and preserving the
unique aspects of the Canadian
communities in which they are
located.
“We’re very proud of the Camp
Maple Leaf culture and we think
that we can make it work in other
parts of Canada and provide
great summer camp experiences
for children with unique life
challenges,” he said.
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3 CUT HARDWOOD FLOORING

613-913-2875

2-79 LAUREL AVE.

OTTAWA

ON

K2S 2E6

AGATE CONSULTING & TRAINING INC

705-524-3531

704 BEATRICE CRESCENT

SUDBURY

ON

P3A 5B5

ALPINE CANVAS & TOPS

705-744-0006

844 PAPINEAU RD.

MATTAWA

ON

P0H 1V0

ARMSTRONG MILLING CO LTD

905-779-2473

1021 HALDIMAND RD
20 RR2

HAGERSVILLE

ON

N0A 1H0

ASHBURNHAM METAL LTD.

705-745-3642

124 JAMESON DR RR#5

PETERBOROUGH

ON

K9J 6X6

BAVARIAN MOTOR SPORT

905-619-8813

1031 TOY AVE UNIT E

PICKERING

ON

L1W 3N9

BLACKWELL COMMUNICATIONS

519-761-8164

226 LANGFORD CHURCH
RD

BRANTFORD

ON

N3T 5L4

BRITTENDEN'S BOOKKEEPING

519-242-6502

6527-1429 SHEFFIELD
RD.

CAMBRIDGE

ON

N1R 8B2

BULLET TRADE SERVICES

519-824-1919

6 NICHOLAS BEAVER RD

PUSLINCH

ON

N0B 2J0

CASA CONSTRUCTION

519-802-2927

5 FRANKS LANE

BRANTFORD

ON

N3T 0L9

CENTURY 21 ERIE SHORES REALTY INC

519-816-7449

150 TALBOT ST. EAST

LEAMINGTON

ON

N8H 1M1

CLUTTER RELIEF SERVICES
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11 CELESTIAL CRES

HANNON

ON
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40 AREA ST BOX 732
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ON

K0C2B0

DE GOEY'S NURSERY & FLOWERS

519-326-8813

1501 MERSIA RD 6

WHEATLEY

ON

N0P 2P0

Diane Delina Sexuality & ADhD Coach

905-802-0023

379 NORTH PARK ST

BRANTFORD

ON

N3R 7V1

DOROTHY'S FLOWER SHOP

705-568-8719

A-3 GOVERNMENT RD W

KIRKLAND LAKE

ON

P2N 2C9

EAST FLO INDUSTRIAL SALES

905-547-3141

1990 BARTON ST E

HAMILTON

ON

L8H 2Y6

EDIBLE ARRANGEMENTS

613-237-0100

240 BANK ST UNIT 101

OTTAWA

ON

K2P 1X4

EMCO SUPPLY

613-962-9286

PO BOX 789

BELLEVILLE

ON

K8N 5B5

EYE CANDY

705-503-5533

509 BAYFIELD ST

BARRIE

ON

L4M 4Z8

FORTINO'S SUPERMARKETS

905-561-5291

75 CENTENNIAL PKWY N

HAMILTON

ON

L8E 2P2

FPDR LTD

416-937-9106

920 ADAMS RD

INNISFIL

ON

L9S 4E1

GARLAND CANADA

416-893-5432

3237 SHORELINE DRIVE

OAKVILLE

ON
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GOLDEN GATE EQUESTRIAN
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3600 GOLF CLUB RD
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GOOD BOYS DUCT CLEANING SERVICES

519-651-0584

685 KEATS WAY

WATERLOO

ON

N2T 2X2

HARVEY'S

905-639-4502

291 APPLEBY LINE UNIT
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BURLINGTON

ON
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HOMES OF DISTINCTION

905-336-8511

3300 GUELPH LINE

BURLINGTON

ON
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KATIE KERTESZ-REAL ESTATE AGENT

519-721-1600

1400 BISHOP ST N
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ON

N1R 6W8

KIDS 4 KIDS LEADERSHIP PROGRAMS

905-220-9553

8 BLYTHWOOD HEIGHTS

BRANTFORD

ON

N3T 5L7

FIRST CLASS HOME INSPECTIONS

905-476-6996

183 SIMCOE AVE. UNIT
4B

KESWICK

ON

L4P 2H6

LAROCCA RESTAURANT

519-726-7001

9530 WALKER RD

MCGREGOR

ON

N0R 1J0

LIGHTHOUSE CAMPGROUND & COTTAGES

705-685-1176

215 HAMMERSMITH CRT

BURLINGTON

ON

L7L 4N6

LISTOWEL TAXI

519-291-4591

940 TRUMAINE AVE

LISTOWEL

ON

N4W 3G9

MBC ROTOMOULD INC.

905-836-0210

6-220 PONY DR

NEWMARKET

ON

L3Y 7B6

MC INSTALLATIONS

705-627-3059

5793 COUNTY RD. 56

EGBERT

ON

L0L 1N0

MILLGROVE WOOD PRODUCTS LTD.

90-565-99666

988 BROCK RD

DUNDAS

ON

L9H 5E4

MORRIS DENTURE CLINIC

519-336-2731

635 CASCART BLVD

SARNIA

ON

N7V 2N1

NIX TIRE INC

705-328-3101

90 COMMERCE RD

LINDSAY

ON

K9V 6C7

OME ELECTRIC LTD

519-614-3283

214 KETTLE CREEK DR.
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ORONO WEEKLY TIMES
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5310 MAIN ST BOX 209
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ON

L0B 1M0
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OUR LADY OF GOOD COUNSEL CHURCH

705-942-8546

114 MACDONALD AVE

SAULT STE MARIE

ON

P6B 1H3

PERSONAL BOOKKEEPING & INCOME TAX SERVICES

519-686-7611

27 NOTRE DAME CRT

LONDON

ON

N6J 2G3

PETERS STERLING INC

905-428-7525

7 HEADON AVE

AJAX

ON

L1Z 1R4

PETRO-CANADA

905-476-4461

1514 RAVENSHOE RD
RR2

KESWICK

ON

L4P 3E9

PEW MONUMENTS

519-534-2110

59 BRYANT ST.

WIARTON

ON

N0H 2T0

PINECREST TENT & TRAILER

705-842-2635

12519 HWY 17 E PO BOX
517

THESSALON

ON

P0R 1L0

PIONEER PETROLEUMS

905-765-2692

83 ARGYLE ST N

CALEDONIA

ON

N3W 1B8

PIONEER SNACK EXPRESS

519-376-7220

1598 16TH AVE. E.

OWEN SOUND

ON

N4K 5N3

PIONEER WATER CONDITIONING

705-292-7777

PO BOX 475

BRIDGENORTH

ON

K0L 1H0

PRECISION AUTO SPORTS

705-549-3368

92 ROBERT ST. W

PENETANGUISHENE

ON

L9M 1P2

PRIMERICA

519-944-6500

4065 TECUMSEH

WINDSOR

ON

N8W 1J7

RE/MAX CENTRE CITY REALTY INC

519-670-1584

675 ADELAIDE ST N

LONDON

ON

N5Y 2L4

RITCHIE FEED & SEED INC

613-741-4430

1390 WINDMILL LANE

OTTAWA

ON

K1B 4V5

RITE WAY COUNTER TOPS
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23 TIMBER ROAD
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ON
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ST THOMAS FOODLAND
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SUBWAY

705-653-0385
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TEAM AUTOMOTIVE

705-946-5110

789 PEOPLES ROAD

SAULT STE MARIE

ON

P6C 3V6

THE COLLISION MAN INC.

905-432-7253

222 ROLSON ST

OSHAWA

ON

L1G 7Y9

THE COMMISSARY

807-624-9190

618 CHRISTIE ST

THUNDER BAY

ON

P7C 2P9

THEORET AUTO BODY

613-933-7438

16892 ATCHINSON RD

CORNWALL

ON

K0C 1P0

TONY ROBINSON CONSTRUCTION

705-769-2229

140 KEITH RD

BRACEBRIDGE

ON

P1L 0A1

W.D. MOODY CONCRETE

905-774-4898

2583 NORTHSHORE DR

LOWBANKS

ON

N0A 1K0

WET BASEMENT SOLUTIONS INC

613-223-8399

915 RAMSEY CONCESSION 1
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ZILTENER HEATING PLUS-ZHP

519-272-6882

88 PERTH RD 130
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ON
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www.campmapleleaf.ca
Office Contact (year round)
132 Reynolds Street Oakville,
ON, L6J 3K5
Phone 905-338-5200
Fax 905-338-3039

Island Contact (summer)
378 Fothergill Road Ennismore,
ON, K0L 1T0
Phone 705-657-2222
Fax 705-657-2222

Charitable Registration Number 870125150 RR0001
info@campmapleleaf.ca

